LENR Transmutation of Stable Sr and K isotopes
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In our previous works [1-4], the effective method for accelerated deactivation of the Cs137 isotope
during nuclear reaction of transmutation Cs137 +p=Ba138 in growing microbiological cultures was
presented.
At the present time we are solving the problem of accelerated transmutation of another very dangerous
radioactive Sr90 isotope. The paper presents the results of study of a possible mechanism of Sr88+p=Y89
transmutation of a stable Sr88 analog of the same radioactive isotope. The research was carried out on
the basis of optimal anaerobic syntrophic associations grown on waste from the food and light
industries.
A typical series of experiments lasted 21 days under anaerobic conditions and using special external
distant control methods, and the result of the experiments is a significant decrease in the concentration
of strontium, as well as an increase in the concentration of ytrium isotope.
In addition, a significant increase in the concentration of calcium was found as a result of the
K39+p=Ca40 as well as a decrease in the concentration of potassium.
In our opinion, these reactions were stimulated by the same processes of optimization of nuclear
reactions at low energies due to the formation of coherent correlated states in growing microbiological
associations [5,6], as in the case of Cs137 isotope tansmutation.
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